Netlist partitioning is an important and well studied problem. In this paper, a linear time partitioning approach based on iterative deletion is presented. We use the partitioning problem to allow a fair comparison of the iterative deletion approach with well known iterative improvement methods. For partitioning problems with a range of edge weights, and for multi-way partitioning, the iterative deletion approach can outperform the iterative improvement method. The algorithmic approach is flexible and can support complex cost functions directly.
INTRODUCTION
The netlist partitioning problem is well known; [3] provides a recent survey of work on this problem. The common formulation involves a hypergraph H(V, E), with n vertices V = 1 ~1, va, . ..v.}. Each edge ei E E of the hypergraph connects a subset of the vertices. If we partition the hypcrgraph, we determine a group of non-intersecting subsets of V. Each group is known as a cluster, and when we wish to obtain a pair of clusters, this is a biparzition. Partitioning into k clusters cl, ca, . ..ck is known as multi-way or k -way partitioning. When an edge e comiects vertices in more than one cluster, we say that this edge is cut. A common objective is to minimize the total numbeI (or total weight) of cut edges, while meeting constraints on the total number (or total weight) of vertices in each cluster.
A number of different algorithmic approaches have been considered for the netlist partitioning problem. In this paper, we investigate the relatively uncommon iterative deletion approach. We compare performance of this approach to more widely known iterative improvement approaches, and identify areas in which iterative deletion outperforms iterative improvement.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe previous partitioning algorithms, with a focus on iterative improvement move-based approaches. In Section 3, we describe a number of issues related to the use of partitioning for circuit placement applications. Section 4 describes our iterative deletion based partitioning approach in detail. Experimental results are presented in Section 5, where we compare *This work is partially supported by the SUNY Binghamton Office of Research and Sponsored Programs. permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. TO Cop)' otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
ISPD '99 Monterey CA USA Copyright ACM 1999 l-581 13-089-9/99/04...$5.00 our approach to a number of well known partitioning algorithms, for both bipartitioning and multi-way partitioning problems. The paper concludes with some remarks in Section 6.
PREVIOUS WORK
The survey of [3] provides four general classifications for current approaches to the traditional partitioning problem. Move-based approaches are common; most begin with a randomly chosen initial partition, and iteratively move vertices between clusters to op timize the number of edges cut. Geometric approaches are also common, and approach the problem by obtaining linear orderings of vertices through spectral methods. For small problems, the processing power available on current workstations allows combinatorial methods to be used, and clustering approahes End partitions by merging closely related vertices iteratively.
The move-based approaches frequently employ itemtive improvement, in which an initial partition is optimized by repeatedly moving a vertex from one cluster to another, or by swapping pairs of vertices. The algorithm by Kemighan and Lin (KL) [14] pioneered this approach, the algorithm by Fiduccia and Mattheyses (FM) [lO] improves upon this general direction, providing an extremely efficient linear-time technique. The FM algorithm forms the basis of many current partitioning methods.
These iterative improvement approaches generally operate in a series of passes. Starting from an initial random partitioning, vertices are moved from cluster to cluster, with each vertex being moved once in a pass. After all vertices have been moved, a move-based iterative improvement approach rolls back to the best intermediate solution, and begins another pass.
In general, an iterative improvement approach such as FM can produce an extremely wide range of solution qualities, depending on the initial random partitioning. In order to obtain good quality solutions, it is common practice to run these algorithms repeatedly using different random seeds.
The iterative improvement based FM algorithm is also quite sensitive to the methods used to break ties during optimization; [ 1 l] observed that a Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) strategy resulted in a 43% improvement in minimum-cut bisection results, compared to a First-In-First-Gut (FIFO) strategy.
The survey of [3] provides a description of the other major partitioning approaches.
Multilevel Partitioning
The current state of the art partitioning algorithrn[l3] employs a hybrid of clustering and iterative improvement. The "multilevel" approach clusters the initial hypergraph through a series of levels, each progressively "coarser" than the last. When the hypergraph reaches a specified granularity, traditional partitioning approaches can be applied. The partitioning solution at one level of coarseness can be used to provide a starting point for the next level of detail; rather than facing an initial random solution, each level begins with a high quality starting point. The substantial performance improvements of [8, 2, 131 indicate that multilevel formulations are extremely effective if minimized cut sizes are our final objective.
Multi-Way vs. Recursive Partitioning
If our objective is to obtain a k-way partition for values of k of 3 or greater, we can employ either a "flat" multi-way partitioning, or recursive bipartitioning. In experiments on large benchmarks with the multi-way partitioning algorithm K-FM [lS] , it was observed in [5] that recursive bipartitioning provided superior results. This is somewhat surprising, in that we may expect that the greater degree of freedom available through flat k-way partitioning would provide more opportunity for optimization. In practice, it appears that the flat multi-way iterative improvement approach encounters a large number of local minima which are difficult to escape; the tie-breaking schemes suggested in [ 1 l] provide little benefit, as few ties are encountered.
The partitioning approach of [5] improved performance through the restriction of moves considered. Rather than allowing a vertex to move from one cluster to any other, the clusters are "paired' at the beginning of each improvement pass, and all exchanges occur between the pairs. The reduction in considered moves actually improves overall performance, indicating that iterative improvement based approaches perform better when faced with fewer choices.
While recursive bipartitioning can be quite effective in minimizing cut sizes, solutions developed in this manner are less useful in circuit placement applications. With the recursive formulation, we lose the ability to accurately model inter-cluster routing costs. Additionally, the mapping of a recursive bipartition based k-way solution to a physical placement cannot be done directly. In Figure  1 , we have an example in which the quality of the final placement depends on two different partitioning problems. If we have a connection between vertices (modules) vi and vj, the placement of one impacts the preferred location of the other; we have no way of knowing which partitioning is 'best" from a global perspective.
PARTITIONING AND PLACEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
As partitioning algorithms are frequently used as a component of circuit placement approaches, we now focus on the relationship of partitioning solutions to placement problems. Circuit netlists can be mapped easily into the hypergraph formulation; in fact, many partitioning benchmarks are based on circuit netlists. A cell or module in a circuit design is equivalent to a vertex in the hypergraph, while a connecting signal net is equivalent to a hyperedge. Module placements can be obtained through a series of partitionings; if we recursively divide the netlist into smaller and smaller clusters, a hierarchy with small numbers of inter-cluster connections can be obtained. By assigning each cluster to a physical region on the integrated circuit, we obtain a placement which has small numbers of inter-region connections. An early placement algorithm based on this approach is [4] . In [9] , the KL algorithm was utilized to provide improved results. Recently, [12] applied an effective multilevel and multi-way partitioning algorithm, replacing the minimum cut objective with a more precise estimate of wiring length. Figure 1 shows an application of bipartitioning to placement. We assume that we are to embed the hypergraph in a small, rectangular region, and have an objective of minimizing the total length of the interconnecting edges. If we partition the initial netlist or hypergraph with vertices vi, vz, us, v4 into two clusters containing vi, us and us, 214, we can place them in two halves of our rectangular region. By recursively applying partitioning to the two clusters, we can determine exact locations for each vertex or circuit element. While we have minimized the number of edges cut Recursive bipartitionlng, as applied to a placement problem. In (a), we have an initial circuit or netlist. Hierarchlcal partitioning is applied in (b), and the result of thls hierarchy can be mapped to the placement (c). In this figure, vertices that have been separated during partitioning may be adjacent in the placement. In general, a high quality partition ls not equivalent to a high quality placement.
between clusters in this approach, we diverge from some objectives relevant to the circuit placement problem. This formulation does not address the relative adjacencies between regions in the final placement (in Figure 1 , for example, vi is adjacent to ~4, although they are widely separated under the partitioning formulation). While we have relatively few inter-region connections, some of these connections may be excessively long.
Partitioning approaches play an active role in current circuit design, but recent advances in partitioning have not solved all the challenges of performance driven placement. Common partitioning objectives may minimize the number of connections between subcomponents, but fail to directly address concerns such as signal delay. A partitioning solution which reduces the total number of cut edges may do so at the expense of having one or more edges span a large number of clusters.
The impact of a handful of "long" interconnect wires on circuit performance is substantial. Due to the scaling of device dimensions, interconnect delay has increased. As delay increases quadratically with wire length, a solution which has a low number of long inter-region connections may be inferior to a solution with larger numbers of short inter-region connections. These few long wires dominate system delay, preventing high performance. [16] summarizes some of the interconnect constraints faced in current circuit designs.
VLSI integrated circuit netlists frequently have large numbers of vertices. Many designs have several hundred thousand logic elements [l] , and these numbers are expected to grow. A partitioning algorithm which is effective for flat multi-way partitioning of large netlists is of interest for circuit placement applications. If we assign inter-cluster routing costs (to model physical wiring distances), and utilize a large number of clusters, we quickly obtain a rough circuit placement which may be a suitable starting point for local refinement.
The algorithm presented has been developed with a consideration of circuit placement objectives, but we address a traditional partitioning problem formulation here. In order to make a clear comparison of the iterative deletion and iterative improvement approaches, we do not employ any additional techniques. While the results of both iterative improvement and iterative deletion approaches can be enhanced greatly, these enhancements obscure the merits of the underlying approaches. For these reasons, our approach does not involve the following. Clustering. Clustering simplifies the hypergraph, and reduces the solution space considerably. To measure the relative performance of the two approaches, however, we are interested in each problem being "difficult."
If we cluster the partitioning problem, we can expect substantial reductions in cut size. While most connections in the placed result may be extremely short, a handful can be exceptionally long, resulting in high delay. Thus, clustering may be detrimental to solution quality for circuit placement applications. Clustering also obscures the delay of connections internal to the cluster, making performance driven design more difficult. l Recursive Bipartitioning. By repeatedly bipartitioning a hypergraph, rather than attempting a "flat" partitioning, we may reduce the number of nets cut globally. We consider both bipartitioning and multi-way partitioning in order to evaluate the relative merits of the approaches under a range of conditions. As with clustering, we can expect connections which cross cut lines to have a wide range of physical lengths. It is in general difficult to predict which cluster a given vertex should be assigned to, and the hierarchical clusterings produced by recursive approaches may be difficult to map into circuit placements. For this reason, "flat" partitionings may be preferable.
PARTITIONING BY ITERATIVE DELETION
The method presented in this paper is based on the iterative deletion approach used in VLSI standard cell routing [7] , and does not fall into the four general classifications described in [3 1.
The iterative deletion approach for standard cell global routing begins with a set of connections between module pins; while only a single segment may be required to obtain electrical connectivity, extra segmen& are included. Segments which are on cycles (and thus are not required for connectivity) are said to be redundant. In order to minimize total wire length and circuit area, redundant segments are iteratively removed in a greedy fashion, until a low wirelength and low area connected subset is obtained. This general approach has been continued in [6] .
Partitioning Approach
While the partitioning and global routing problems may seem unrelated, the iterative deletion approach can be directly applied. We consider k-way partitioning into four clusters here, as it illustrates our approach more clearly than simple bipartitioning.
As with the routing problems, we begin with a redundant solution. Unlike most move-based algorithms, in which a vertex is assigned to a single randomly chosen cluster, we assign each vertex to multiple clusters. If a vertex is assigned to more than one cluster, these assignments are redundant. After an initial assignment of vertices to multiple clusters, individual vertex assignments are removed in a greedy mamrer, until a final non-redundant solution is produced. Figure 2 illustrates the iterative deletion approach. In this Figure , vertex 212 is assigned to four distinct clusters, while connected vertices v1 and us each have a single cluster assignment. We select a single redundant assigrnnent for vz, and remove it; this selection is based on the locations and assignments of vertices connected to 212. While we may wish to have the final assignment of vz to either cluster 1 or cluster 2, we do not commit to either at this step; rather, we remove from consideration either cluster 3 or cluster 4.
The multi-way formulation provides an important contrast to greedy clustering. While an operation in a clustering approach might merge 212 into cluster 1 or cluster 2, the deletion approach simply specifies that v2 will not be in either cluster 3 or cluster 4. After one operation, the clustering approach would have no freedom left to optimize the location of vertex 212, while the iterative deletion approach would have three of four possible choices still available. We summarize the difference between traditional iterative improvement algorithms (such as the move-based M algorithm) and the iterative deletion approach as follows. Iterative improvement algorithms pursue moves that appear the "best," while iterative deletion algorithms eliminate moves that appear the "worst." For bipartitioning, the iterative deletion approach is similar to a greedy clustering approach, the differences becomes apparent when we consider k-way partitioning.
Vertex Selection
Clearly, if we wish to determine which assignment is "worst," we must employ some sort of cost function. From an initial assignment, we can obtain an 'indication of which vertices and hyperedges are present in any given cluster. The hyperedge locations (or possible locations) allow the generation of costs on a per cluster basis, and these costs determine the cost of a vertex relative to a given cluster. Figure 2 shows a simplified graph and partial assignment, while Table 1 shows our approach for vertex and hyperedge assignments to each cluster. Table 2 shows the resulting costs. Our current implementation utilizes an extremely simple cost calculation ap preach, which operates as follows.
Each vertex contains a number of links to clusters. Bach link is considered to be an assignment. When a vertex contains only a single link, we say that it has a fired assignment to a cluster, or that the vertex is jixed. A fixed vertex cannot be moved, and will be placed in the cluster as part of the algorithm output. At initialization, link(vi, cj) = 1 for all vertices vi, and alI clusters cj . Each connecting hyperedge also contains a number of links, which are simply the summation of the links of the vertices connected by the hyperedge. If a vertex of a hyperedge is fixed to a given cluster, we say that the hyperedge is also fixed to the cluster. If multiple vertices of the hyperedge are fixed to distinct clusters, the hyperedge is cut. For all edges, Zink(eh, q) = xviEek link (vi, cj) The cost of a hyperedge is calculated on a per-cluster basis. Each cluster has different cost, based on the number of links to the cluster. If a hyperedge is fixed, it has high cost for a single cluster. If a hyperedge is cut, all clusters have a cost of 0. We calculate cost (ek , Cj ) as a function of the links of component vertices. This function is described in more detail below. The cost of a vertex is also calculated on a per-cluster basis, and is simply the summation of costs of hyperedges to which the vertex belongs.
COst(Vi,Cj) = xviEeh '.=t(ek,cj) Figure 2 . A redundant assignment of vertices to clusters. In this example, the vertex u2 is assigned to four distinct clusters. Through the application of iterative deletion, the least desirable assignments for w2 are removed, until a single assignment for u2 remalns. Ip this example, assignments of u2 to clusters 1 and 2 are desirable, while assignments to clusters 3 and 4 are less desirable. Table 2 . Cost calculation for hyperedges and vertices. Hyperedge el has a preference for cluster 1, while hyperedge ea has a preference for cluster 2. The cost associated with vertex 212 is derived from the costs of the hyperedges which connect to it. As vertices q and vg are fixed, we do not need to calculate costs for them.
In our implementation we assign a cost of ko to hyperedges where vertices are completely unrestricted. When a vertex assignment is removed (and we have at least some preference regarding vertex assignments), we use a cost of k1 , and distribute it among the clusters to which links remain. When a vertex becomes fixed to a specific cluster, we use a cost of b, and have a cost of 0 for the remaining clusters. If the hyperedge is cut (vertices are fixed to more than one cluster), we use a cost of 0 for all clusters.
In our experiments, we use ko = 0, kl = 1, and k2 = 2. We divide vertex costs by the degree of the vertex, and hyperedge costs by the cardinalty of the hyperedge, in an effort to prefer small local edges over larger ones (which are more likely to be cut). Experiments with other cost functions are in progress.
We have a preference for remaving redundant assignments which are undesirable relative to the other possible assignments for the vertex. Rather than simply selecting the minimum cost element, we use the di@erence between maximum wtd minimwn assignment cost to influence our selection. For example, if we have one vertex v;, assigned to cluster cm with cost 10, and to cluster c,, with cost 11, and a second vertex vj has costs 10 and 20, we will prefer to make a selection regarding uj (and we prefer to remove Vj from cluster Cm).
In order to ensure balanced cluster sizes, we iteratively select the best candidate within the cluster of highest weight. In bipartitioning applications, this results in an alternation between clusters. We currently consider only exact or nearly exact partitioning (cluster sizes differ by at most one vertex).
Random&eds
In most implementations of the iterative improvement gave-based FM algorithm, optimization begins with a randomly generated partition. By repeating the optimization, differing results can be obtained
We apply a similar technique here; for k-way partitioning, we select k vertices, and assign each to one cluster. From this initial assignment, neighboring hyperedges and vertices are biased towards certain clusters. This random seeding produces a range of solutions, and we select the best result observed.
Eftkient Implementation
As is done by the FM algorithm we repeatedly select one element from the set of all vertices at each step. The FM algorithm owes its efficiency to a simple gain bucket strategy, and we utilize a similar scheme. Using this strategy, element selection can be performed in constant time.
Cost updates are also constant time in practice. For partitioning problems where the hypergraph is based on a circuit netlist, we can expect a smalI upper bound on the cardinality of any vertex, or the degree of any hyperedge.
The number of vertex assignments that must be removed is linear with the number of vertices, multiplied by the number of clusters that we consider. If we are performing k-way partitioning on a hypergraph with n vertices, we must remove (k -1) * n assignments. 4.5. summary A fundamental difference between the approach presented here and traditional partitioning approaches is that we begin with mdun&nt assignments of vertices to clusters, and remove them. Conceptually, this is similar to the process of team Construction in professional sports. During a training camp many players are considered for each position on the team; poor players are eliminated from consideration one at a time, until the remaining players _^_
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A primary objective of this work is to allow a direct and clear comparison of the iterative deletion approach to the more common iterative improvement approach. Thus, we are interested in flat bipartitions and multi-way partitions. State of the art partitioners employ a number of techniques which improve results, obscuring the relative merits of each algorithmic approach.
As we are interested in partitioning as it relates to placement problems, we apply our approach to the recently introduced ISPD98 benchmarks [l] . We consider both the metric of minimum cut, and minimum weighted cut (where we have a variety of differing net weights).
Minimum Cut Experiments
In much of the previous work on hypergraph partitioning, the cost objective is minimum cut, with each hyperedge contributing cost 0 if uncut, or 1 if cut. We focus on this cost metric in this subsection.
I. Bipartitioning Results
To compare the performance of the iterative deletion approach to that of bipartitioning algorithms, we utilize an implementation of the FM [lO] algorithm made available by Charles Alpert. This implementation was developed by Shantanu Dutt and Wenyong Deng, and was later improved by Charles Alpert and Andrew B. Kalmg. The FM algorithm provides a simple iterative improvement approach allowing a direct comparison.
In Table 3 , we compare a single pass of our iterative deletion partitioning (IDP) algorithm to multiple passes of the FM algorithm. We also apply the FM algorithm as a postprocessing step (IDP + FM), using the iterative deletion solution as a starting point (rather than a random vertex assignment). For our bipartitioning experiments, we ran our algorithm 20 times, each time with a different seed. The IDP results reported are the minimum, maximum, and average cut sizes for exact bipartitions; other results allow a 5% variation in cluster size. Run time is roughly linear with problem size: the largest example, ibml8, requires just under two minutes, running on a 233Mhz Pentium-based laptop computer. The FM algorithm was also run 20 times, using different random seeds. We also include the results of a state of the art partitioning algorithm, hMetis[l3] version 1.5.
While our iterative deletion based algorithm produces higher cut sizes, the solution obtained can serve as a good starting point for FM-based improvement. In these benchmarks, the solution quality obtained by using FM as a postprocessing phase were comparable to the quality obtained by FM alone, but the number of improvement passes required was roughly halved.
The quality of solution obtained by iterative deletion is comparable to that of an iterative improvement which is "half way" through a series of optimization passes.
Multi-Way Partitioning Results
To compare performance on flat multi-way partitioning problems, we use the results of the K-FM algorithm[l5] and K-PM algorithm [S] , as reported in [5] . The K-FM algorithm provides a simple iterative improvement approach allowing a direct comparison with the iterative deletion approach. Results of a state of the art partitioning algorithm, hMetis[l3], are included as well; this algorithm employs multilevel clustering. These results are presented in Table 4 .
Again, we apply only a single pass of iterative deletion. Surprisingly, the linear time greedy implementation of iterative deletion outperforms the K-FM algorithm, which employs multiple passes of optimization. We run our IDP algorithm 20 times for each benchmark, while the K-FM results are from 50 runs. The abundance of possible choices apparently causes the iterative improvement approach to become trapped in a local minima early in the optimization process. The K-PM algorithm is run 20 times.
In many respects, the K-FM algorithm of [15] is something of a "straw man" multi-way partitioning approach, current approaches to multi-way partitioning would involve multilevel clustering or a reduction in the types of optimization moves considered. The results here are interesting, however, as they clearly show that a generic iterative improvement based approach has considerably more difficulty than an iterative deletion based approach on a well studied problem. For optimization problems in which we have many possible choices, and iterative improvement methods provide poor performance, iterative deletion based approaches may be quite effective.
We are currently adapting our algorithm to produce output in a format that can be utilized by the K-PM algorithm, and expect that post processing of the iterative deletion solution will be comparable or superior to that of K-PM alone, but wiIl require a substantial reduction in the number of optimization passes.
Weighted Minimum Cut Experiments
For performance driven placement applications, it is desirable to model signal delay as part of our optimization objective. In deep submicron design, delay is not linear with wire length so we can expect a large range of values. If we apply partitioning algorithms to placement problems, a formulation which addresses weighted edge cost may be more appropriate.
In this subsection, our objective is the minimization of the total weight of cut hyperedges. The FM implementation of Dutt and Deng does not support weighted hyperedges; for comparison, we use our own implementation of the FM algorithm. Performance (in terms of total cut sizes) of our FM implementation is comparable to that of Dutt and Deng for the non-weighted objective.
To evaluate the impact of differing hyperedge weights on algorithm performance, we applied FM, IDP, IDP with FM post-, processing, and the hMetis algorithm (version 1.5.3) to the benchmarks, using net weights that ranged from 95 to 105. The weight of a hyperedge ei is 95+i mod 11; there are 11 distinct weights, with the average edge weight being roughly 100 (we divide weights reported by 100 to make them comparable to the unit-cost results). Table 5 shows the results of these experiments; as our FM implementation is substantially slower than that of Dutt and Deng, we limit our experiments to ten of the smaller benchmarks.
As would be expected by the observations in Ill), the performance of the FM algorithm degrades substantially. The recommended Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) strategy has little effect, as the wide range of net weights results in extremely few ties for the the FM algorithm. For variable edge weight problems, a single pass of iterative deletion outperforms iterative improvement; using the iterative deletion result as a starting point, iterative improvement is able to obtain a solution that is much better than with iterative improvement or iterative deletion alone. The multilevel clustering approach of hMetis continues to produce extremely good solutions, obtaining results that are nearly identical to those of the unit-cost experiments.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new partitioning algorithm based on iterative deletion. As it supports multi-way partitioning, does not require extensive clustering, runs in linear time, and can support complex cost functions, it is relevant to circuit placement problems.
We have provided a comparison between the iterative deletion approach, and the widely used iterative improvement approach. We observe that each has areas in which they perform well. Iterative improvement performs well in bipartitioning, while iterative Table 4 . Multi-way partitioning results for large benchmarks. We compare the iterative deletion partitioning (IDP) solution (without postprocessing) to the flat multi-way partitioning algorithm K-PM, the pair-wise matching partitioner K-PM, and the state of the art multilevel clustering approach of hMetis. The final row shows the average performance relative to that of hMetis. Table 5 . Variable weight bipartitioning results. We compare the iterative deletion partitioning solution to that of a traditional FM algorithm, and to the combination of Iterative Deletion with post-processing by FM. We include also the result of the state of the art partitioning algorithm, hhletis. Hyperedge weights vary from 0.95 to 1.05 (with an average weight of 1 across all nets). The fmal row shows the average performance relative to that of bMetis.
deletion performs well in multi-way partitioning, and with variable edge weights. The performance of iterative improvement approaches can be enhanced through the use of multilevel clustering and a restriction of optimization moves considered, we anticipate tbat similar enhancements can be made to our iterative deletion based approach. With a single linear time optimization pass, iterative deletion was able to outperform multiple passes of iterative improvement. This suggests that the iterative deletion approach is able to make many decisions that are of good quality from a "global" perspective, particularly when many choices are available. For the multiway partitioning problem, in which we have an extremely large number of choices, the iterative deletion based approach seems less susceptible to poor quality local minima. For modem circuit design problems, where we are faced with large numbers of constraints and many optimization choices, iterative deletion may prove to be extremely effective.
We are currently adapting our algorithm to produce output that can be utilized by the K-PM algorithm of [S] . In our experiments with bipartitioning, post-processing by the FMbased algoritbm [lO] improved performance substantially, while the "good starting point" produced by our iterative deletion approach reduced the number of optimization passes required. We expect similar results through post-processing with K-PM.
Alternative cost functions and methods to apply multiple passes of iterative deletion are currently under consideration. If we examine a single pass of an iterative improvement algorithm such as FM, solution quality is generally extremely poor; multiple passes may improve the performance of iterative deletion substantially. While some progress has been made on these issues, work is incomplete at present.
We plan to adapt this approach for use in large circuit placement applications. As our formulation can consider routing distances or signal &lay easily, we can produce rough circuit placements quickly, and then refine them with more traditional local optimization algorithms.
